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The purpose of this paper is to propose a method to identify the cause of the error of

verification with Spin that is tool of a model checking.

Model checking is one of the techniques to improve the reliability of software. In order to

perform model cheking, it is necessary to write ”M” that is a model of the system and to give

”P” that means properties of the system. M is what a behavior of the system is modeled

by using a language that is used for writing models. P is what a properties of the system

is expressed by using a temporal logic formulas for the model. And, we can get whether the

model satisfies property or not. Number of state M is limited. Therefore, if we search all of

states cyclopaedically, we can check whether the model satisfies property or not.

If you make mistake to make a model or to give a property, a problem that we can’t find

any bug in the system occur. It is useless to verify with wrong model or property. Therefore,

I propose a method to determine the cause, which making a model or giving a property is, of

the error of verification.

A distinctive feature of this paper is that there is a prospect of identifying the cause of the

error of verification even if writing a model of the system is not enough.

In this paper, I propose a method to determine the cause of an error by comparing the

counter example with sampling sets that is prepared in advance. If you perform a model

cheching, a counter example is outputed in the case of what M that is a model of the system

doesn’t satisfy P that means properties of the system. In the case of a model checking by

Spin, sequence of execution that leads error situation is outputed as a counter example. But,

this M and P is written by human who use it for model checking. It can’t be said that a

system is wrong just because a counter example is outputed. Sometimes a counter example is

outputed because of a human error.

For example, let’s consider to perform a model checking for a time a time-difference system

traffic signal which has four signals(signalA, signalB, signalC, and signalD) as a target. We

check that color of the signal changes in order as a property. To express a model of signals that

changes its color as they are synchronizing each other is one of the way to write a behavior of a

time a time-difference system traffic signal. In any other way, there is a way to use a controller

that send orders to each signals by message communication. A property is expressed by a

temporal logic formulas. We suppose to use this temporal logic formulas : "r → [](p U q)".

"r" means that a color of a signal is blue. "p" means that a color of a signal is blue. "q"

means that a color of a signal is yellow. Therefore, "r → [](p U q)" should means that
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a color of a signal remains blue until yellow. After we perform a model checking with this

formula, it is assumed that next sequence of execution is outputed as a counter example.

(blue, red, blue, red) → (yellow, red, blue, red) → (red, red, blue, red).

The sequence of execution is expressed by a set of four variable that take blue or yellow or

red.First variable is a color of signalA, second variable is a color of signalB, third variable is

a color of signalC, and last variable is a color of signalD. But, the first variable changes in

order. This sequence of execution taht satisfy the property is a false counterexample. That a

false counterexample is outputed as a counter example means that M has no problem.

Therefore, we can identify that there is an error in the P . In this way, in order to

identify where an error is, it is necessry to prepare basis for juging whether a counter

example is a false counterexample. In this paper, I will prepare ”positive sampling sets”

and ”negative sampling sets”. Positive sampling sets is things that we are confident that it

is befavior that satisfies properties of the system. Negative sampling sets is things that we

are confident that it is not behavior of the system. Using the example of a traffic signal,

(blue, red, blue, red) → (yellow, red, blue, red) → (red, red, blue, red) is

one of positive sampling sets. (blue, red, blue, red) → (yellow, red, blue, red) →
(blue, red, blue, red) is one of negative sampling sets.

The cause of an error is determined by comparing the counter example with positive sampling

sets or negative sampling sets that is prepared in advance. First of all, in order to compare

with a counter example,it is necessary to decide how to write sampling sets.

As a result of experiments, I could find an effective method of writing negative sampling sets

and propose a method to decide whether an error is contained in negative sampling sets. But,

concerning positive sampling sets, I could’t find an effective method of writing and method to

decide whether an error is contained in positive sampling sets.

About method of writing negative sampling sets, I decided to use a transition of variables

and conditional expression for variables. If you write odd expression in conditional expression,

the transition of variables is a part of negative sampling sets.

Using the example of a traffic signal, ′′u1 ≡ (A,B,C, D) ⇒ (A′, B′, C ′, D′) when (A =

blue ∧ A′ = red) ∨ (A = yellow ∧ A′ = blue) ∨ (A = red ∧ A′ = yellow)′′ is one of example.

”(A = blue∧A′ = red)” means that signalA turn to red from blue. ”(A = yellow∧A′ = blue)”

means that signalA turn to blue from yellow. ”(A = red ∧ A′ = yellow)” means that signalA

turn to yellow from red. Therefore, this conditional expression is odd expression. If some

sequence of transition variables contains odd transition of variable, sequence of transition

variables is a element of negative sampling sets. And, I created a pseudo-code that express a

mthod to determine the mistake of making a model.

If I don’t find an effective method of writing sampling sets, I can not propose a method to

determine the cause of the error. Therefore, concerning consideration on positive sampling

sets, I remark on a method of writing positive sampling sets.
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